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Abstract—Digitalization of manufacturing is led by the notion
of a digital thread, a framework that allows for integrating
authoritative and trustable data of a product throughout its
lifecycle. Under the model-based enterprise (MBE) vision, digital
three-dimensional (3D) model of a product serve as this au-
thoritative source of information across the product lifecycle.
A class of systems called knowledge-based engineering (KBE)
systems represents the evolution of knowledge-based systems
towards designing these models and this study presents a case for
using such systems to realize the digital thread in a model-based
enterprise. The paper proposes four directions and potential
enabling technologies at the disposal of KBE systems for this
purpose are identified. Further, a case study that demonstrates
such use of a KBE system to realize the digital thread for a
manufacturing assembly process is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing industry has come a long way. Tradition-

ally, 2D drawings were used for design and manufacturing

environments [1]. However, such an approach made routine

activities such as maintainability, synchronicity, and check-

ing for completeness and accuracy, cumbersome and prone

to errors [2]. Further, the increasing complexity of today’s

products with increasing number of constituent components

surpassed the ability of 2D drawings to represent information

in a compact and meaningful manner [3] [4]. Manufacturing

soon saw the emergence of an additional dimension to models

used that, to a large extent, overcame the problems associated

with 2D Models. The benefits with these 3D model-based

definitions (MBD) were significant enough that they were used

as authoritative sources of information for the lifecycle of the

product in the model based enterprise (MBE) paradigm [3].

Conceptually the aggregation of model-based manufacturing

(MBM) that uses MBDs to realize the value of a model-

based enterprise is accomplished by the digital thread (Fig.1)

[1]. The digital thread, in essence, is a framework that helps

integrate product lifecycle data to streamline processes along

all lifecycle stages. One of the earliest phases of the product

lifecycle is the product design stage where MBD of the product

(CAD model) is created. The digital thread in a MBE is

purposed to provide a framework where this CAD model

serves to aggregate all information associated with the product

in order to turn them into actionable insights to optimize

processes of the enterprise for all stakeholders [1].

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram depicting the role of model-based definition
(MBD) in realizing the digital thread in a model-based enterprise (MBE)

Meanwhile, knowledge-based engineering lies at the junc-

ture of these model-based definitions (CAD), object-oriented

programming (OOP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) [5]. The

main goal of KBE systems is to capture product and process

related information in order to “to capture and systematically

reuse product and process engineering knowledge ...” [6].

Realizing digital threads in a manufacturing enterprise neces-

sitates the capture of product information and delivering the

right information to the right place at the right time [7]. While

knowledge-based engineering systems were developed aimed

at the capture and re-use of engineering design knowledge,

its flexibility makes an appealing platform to realize digital

thread frameworks in model-based enterprises. Also, capturing

engineering knowledge can be considered an integral part

realizing digital threads in many contexts [8] [9].

This study abductively reasons that if knowledge-based

engineering systems allows for the capture of process and

product engineering in model-based definitions, then it should

be extendable to be an important enabler of the digital thread

vision, which in itself exploits MBDs to manage the entire

lifecycle of the product. The subsequent Background section

introduces the concepts of digital thread and KBE systems.
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The proposed four ways in which KBE systems could help

realize digital thread frameworks are discussed in Section III.

Section IV identifies important technology enablers that can

be exploited by KBE systems to help achieve the digital thread

vision. Finally, Section V presents a case study where a KBE

system realizes the digital thread by exposing and augmenting

a product design model with semantic descriptions for a robot

to enable intelligent manufacturing. The paper is summarized

in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

The concept of digital thread notionally integrates informa-

tion and knowledge from traditionally siloed systems across

different phases of the product lifecycle. What information

is integrated and across what systems is largely dependant

on what value the digital thread is purposed to bring in

the context or domain it is implemented in. For example,

realizing digital threads in the aerospace domain could be

for affordability based analysis for trading performance with

manufacturability, iterative design decisions under uncertainty

or for reducing cost and time at the aircraft detailed design

stage [9] [8] while in an additive manufacturing context it

might be for part producibility, process repeatability, and part-

to-part reproducibility [10] or supply-chain visibility in a

logistical context [11].

Model-based enterprise envisions the use of (3D) models

as the authoritative sources of information along the prod-

uct lifecycle, i.e. as the digital thread (Fig. 1). Initially,

these model-based definitions were annotated with product

and manufacturing information (PMI) to serve downstream

processes such as manufacturing and inspection and testing

of the product. The PMI included geometric dimensions and

tolerances (GD&T), material specifications, component lists,

process specifications, and inspection requirements. While

PMI has demonstrated value and extends the use of MBDs

beyond the design stage, and thus can be considered necessary,

it alone does not hold sufficient in downstream processes in

many contexts. PMI lacks beyond geometry concepts that

is one up the data-information-knowledge-wisdom (DIKW)

hierarchy [12] in terms of knowledge about the product such as

design intent and other functional, resource and process knowl-

edge. Moreover, in many cases it is necessary to facilitate an

upward information flow from downstream processes. This is

particularly important in cases where operational data of the

product needs to be fed back to design to foster better design

decisions for the next generation of the product or for the

creation of digital twins which constantly feeds on operational

data. A digital thread implemented in such environments need

real-time access to high-fidelity model definitions.

KBE systems, on the other hand, are essentially the merger

of two class of systems that have been existing fairly in-

dependently prior to its rise. These are knowledge based

systems (KBS) and engineering or conventional CAD systems

[6]. To understand what KBE systems are it is important to

understand knowledge-based systems (KBS) first. Knowledge-

based systems came into being to relieve humans from making

Fig. 2. Knowledge-based engineering systems as a merger of two class of
systems

decisions in part. It does so by running reasoning procedures

on known facts and domain knowledge in a knowledge base

by an inference engine. However, they never found their way

to the field of engineering design due to three main problems:

formalizing design knowledge into rules for use by inference

engines, their inability to perform geometry manipulations and

their inability to perform complex computations [6]. Mean-

while CAD systems where adept at the latter two problems

through specialized CAD kernels. Thus KBE systems came

into being that combined the strengths of KBS (reasoning

about facts and inferring knowledge) and that of engineering

CAD systems (geometry manipulation and analysis) thereby

realizing a system that allows for geometry manipulation and

analysis while maintaining a formalized body of knowledge

that relieves designers from repetitive design activities (Fig.

2). Conceptually, it took a simple step on the part of CAD

vendors to provide such a functionality. The CAD kernel that

drove the design process was exposed by means of an API

that could be manipulated at will by the designer by a KBE

language. Knowledge Fusion [13] is an example of one such

language of a KBE system Siemens NX. Modern KBE vendors

such as Siemens NX also further this flexibility by providing

bindings in popular general purpose programming languages

such as Java, C++, Python, .NET.

Knowledge-based engineering systems have evolved over

the years and is headed towards maturity to have features

capable of realizing digital threads in many contexts that

serve a model-based enterprise. This study proposes that

knowledge-based engineering systems, originally built to aid

engineering the product, can be extended to serve as enablers

the digital thread vision. As such this paper advocates its

use as an integrator of federated knowledge throughout the

product’s value/supply chain through appropriate integration

mechanisms made available by the flexibility of state of the

art KBE systems. The next section proposes four ways how

KBE systems can contribute to realize a manufacturing digital

thread.
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III. ENGAGING KBE SYSTEMS FOR REALIZING THE

DIGITAL THREAD

What appeals most to the cause of digital threads in a KBE

system is its ability to drive a CAD engine programatically via

a general purpose programming language. Coupled with its

mechanisms of knowledge representation and reasoning, there

are theoretically no limits to how this exposes a MBD to a

world of opportunities. This section proposes four directions

how KBE tools may help contribute in realizing the digital

thread in a manufacturing enterprise.

A. Knowledge Representation

In a model-based enterprise, model-based definitions act

notionally as the digital thread of the product and different

information are of interest by consumers of the model. These

consumers may be humans, softwares or machines and in-

terested information depends on the role of the consumer

in the enterprise. Currently what information is represented

throughout the lifecycle and how is governed by standards.

For example, STEP is one such standard (ISO 10303) used

for the exchange of product information throughout a product’s

lifecycle. It may include product and manufacturing informa-

tion (PMI) such as geometric dimensioning and tolerancing

(GD&T) information. However there may be many use cases

where the information to be represented may go beyond

those identified by the standards despite the comprehensive

approaches taken by standardizing bodies. These could be

contextual information that is not explicitly mentioned as

dimensions or tolerances [14] and exist as a result of specific

practices followed by an enterprise that may not be represen-

tative of a vast majority of them to reach the standardizing

bodies or is not shared as they are considered trade secrets

which gives them a competitive edge [4]. These (implicit)

information may be important with respect to specific work-

flows adopted in these (minority) enterprises [14]. Further, it

may be impossible to standardize representational schemas

of knowledge that the workforce accumulates that can take

different forms even with enterprises operating in the same

domains.

All of these reasons calls for the need to be able to go

beyond standards to represent and communicate non-standard

product models at will of stakeholders to realize a true

information thread addressing the need of specific enterprises.

KBE systems allow just this and provides an environment

for representation of geometry and beyond geometry user-

defined knowledge. As an example, OntoSTEP [15] has been

an approach towards developing semantically enhanced MBDs

based on Web Ontology Language of the Semantic Web. With

KBE systems, it would be possible to realize an application

that integrates OntoSTEP at the design level and realize a

digital thread to those functions of the enterprise that require

these semantically enriched product models as a standalone

run-time application. This paper provides such an example

as a case study in Section V. OntoSTEP happens to be just

one semantic product model and semantic models are just one

example of class of models besides the conventional CAD

design model but the case for the KBE systems here is that

they allow for customer or need-specific beyond standard

knowledge representation formalisms for exchange of product

data with only availability of APIs being the limit.

B. Implementation of Trust Mechanisms

Employing digital threads garners more exposure for data

for an otherwise “closed” data which can be subject of cyber

attacks. In some cases, this may lead to revealing proprietary

information and trade secrets that give one company a com-

petitive edge over another. Data confidentiality is one of the

major trust-related concerns of manufacturers envisioning the

digital thread [16]. The nature of complex parts is such that

many of its constituent parts are manufactured by vendors that

specialize in manufacturing these sub-parts. A breach of trust

in information relating to any of the sub-parts may provide

valuable insights to the part it fits into and vice versa. [16].This

also means that manufacturers must trust each other’s trust

mechanisms for protecting intellectual property. Further, de-

sign information are transmitted along the factory floor without

any digital signatures. Thus, there is no guarantee that the ‘as

designed’ plans have not been tampered with or even stolen

by eavesdroppers. Its integration with the physical asset in the

cyber physical space make it vulnerable to cyber threats that

could directly translate to defective produced goods [17] or

expose an entire industry considering the breadth of the digital

thread across the supply chain [18] [19]. Thus, organizations

must aim to strike a fair balance between data access and data

confidentiality through appropriate trust mechanisms.

A digital thread realized using a KBE system can filter re-

quest for information based on identified actors it considers au-

thentic and share geometry or part specific data of the product

model accordingly. It may also choose to serve reduced order

models [20] compliant with the enterprise data governance

policies based on where the request for product information

comes from. It also provides the ability to integrate a model-

based definition to an enterprise-wide blockchain that can

be used to trace the development of the product data along

its lifecycle. Such mechanisms are implementable only by

systems such as the KBE systems that allows programmatic

manipulation of product model geometry and features.

C. Modelling and Analysis

Often is the case that complex models are created by a team

rather than an individual and an environment to collaborate

on such activities is not present for mainstream use. Lack

of such environments that allow translation to a suitable

computer representation poses a challenge to enable effective

collaboration on such early or conceptual models. Lack of

commercial solutions that offer cloud-based simulations has

also been identified in the digital thread context [7]. The

complex nature of the aerospace domain has garnered the

attention of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) to

realize a digital thread that supports decision making [21]

[8]. Reuse of models must be advocated as a lot of time

and expertise is involved in creating one. Mechanisms that
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support reuse, that aid in discovery and use of existing models

need to develop further [7]. Further, myriad models exist in

a digital thread framework and they can be of many types

such as physics-based, mathematical, etc. The digital thread

vision necessitates that these models co-exist to have a certain

degree of interoperability to integrate data [7]. Sometimes,

different properties of the same model may be of interest in

different kinds of analysis. For example, in different properties

of the same geometry in finite element models. The FEMs

must be solved separately in an interoperable manner that

shares results between them [22]. Further, these models are

of varying degrees of fidelity that poses a challenge of its

own to integration [23].

A digital thread application built using a KBE system

would be capable of providing such design environments that

allows for maintaining a repository of models. Mechanisms for

finding different available models is essentially the matter of

searching available local or remote repositories, a functionality

common in any basic application. Where a KBE application

has an advantage is the ability to load these models and serve

them as integrated and interoperable models through user-

defined endpoints and APIs. Programmatically KBEs have the

ability to load different FEMs of the same part dynamically

at run-time with varying degrees of fidelity. This important

flexibility allows digital thread applications to maintain real-

time constraints imposed in several contexts. Real-time’ness

depends on the context. KBE systems could run such analyses

on isolated parts of complex components by developing faster

algorithms, code optimization and parallel computation [24]

using powerful and efficient compiled languages such as C++

that modern KBE systems provide [6]. KBE systems have

also been developed in the context of multidisciplinary design

optimization where it has supported the integration of different

analysis tools by generating disciplinary abstractions in an

automated manner [25].

D. Knowledge capture and reuse

In the digital thread context, domain interoperability (be-

tween design, manufacturing, quality, etc.) suffers from the

lack of robust mechanisms for contextualization [4]. Different

domains involve different actors that perform activities in the

capacity of different roles in domain specific environments.

Data needs to be presented with respective contexts. These

challenges are currently being addressed by file and format-

based interoperability that are necessary but not sufficient.

Semantic interoperability is not being sufficiently probed from

a digital thread standpoint [4]. Further, autonomy is key

to realize scalable systems, or in other words, the lifecycle

cannot afford the human capital required to keep create and

maintain knowledge bases. They need to attain certain degree

of autonomy that discovers relationships between knowledge

constructs and links in lifecycle data [26].

A digital thread realized with KBE systems can utilize li-

braries that help implement graph-based knowledge constructs

such as Apache Jena for OWL [27] while generating design

models from requirements or manufacturing process plans

from design models as an example. Graph theory has been

explored as a viable solution to enable contextual viewpoints

along the lifecycle [26]. Sub-graphs of the graph can aid

role-based viewpoints while graphs in the form of trees can

aid decision making. KBE systems can be developed to treat

knowledge-elements based on such contexts embracing a con-

nectivist approach to knowledge management [28]. Using such

approaches allow for viewing the same artefact, for example

a user-defined feature in a CAD model, as a logical element,

geometrical element or an element in a CNC process [28].

Dynamically generating these connections in order to prevent

its laborious manual creation is reported as a future research

direction [29] and is something digital threads realized with

KBE systems can solve and is presented in part as a case

study in this paper. Knowledge-reuse can also take the form

of repetitive operations that need to take place. KBE systems

can automate the monotonous repetitive tasks by design au-

tomation that KBE allows and generate dynamic knowledge

bases by dynamically linking engineering, manufacturing and

quality functions of the manufacturing enterprise to realize the

digital thread [4].

IV. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Several enabling technologies are identified in this section

that knowledge-based engineering systems can be programat-

ically integrated with to help realize digital threads in an

enterprise. This section aims to provide a brief overview of

these digital thread enablers and is neither intended to be a

comprehensive explanation nor an exhaustive list. Example

use of the technology in literature in a digital thread context

is provided.

A. Handle System

The handle system [30] is a distributed information system

that provides a mechanism to locate and access resources

distributed over a network (for example, the internet). The

resolution mechanism behind the handle system allows for the

resources themselves to be changed in terms of its location and

other state information while still being able to interact with it

in a secured manner with both client and server authorization

with support for data confidentiality and integrity. Each handle

is globally unique and can refer to many instances of a

resource that changes its location with time. Each handle can

also refer to multiple attributes of a resource that could be

used as entry points to services a resource has to offer.

From literature, the Lifecycle Information Framework and

Technology (LIFT) framework uses the handle system to

resolve location of digital artefacts with unknown locations

[26]. LIFT furthers the technology to include connections

to the physical world. For this, apart from the concepts of

global handle registry and the local handle services that it

borrows from the Handle System, it comprises also of agent-

based adapters composed of microservices that interfaces

on client support systems. These adapters are purposed to

track activities within these systems and store its associated

handles in a local graph database. The KBE system may be
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integrated with these agent-based adapters using any library

that implements RESTful HTTP communication (requests
[31] for python ).

B. Blockchain, Cloud and the Industrial Internet of Things

Blockchain is a distributed ledger in a peer-to-peer network

that essentially is a chain of blocks containing data or trans-

actions [32]. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the

block in the chain which makes them immutable. Data in any

of the blocks cannot be altered which requires consensus of

the network majority thus providing a decentralized consensus

mechanism. There are several properties of blockchain that

makes it an intriguing prospect. It follows a decentralized

architecture in that information is controlled by data owners

rather than third parties and can be validated by a consensus

mechanism. This eliminates intermediary costs, promotes data

ownership and automates business rules and mining of trans-

actions. Immutable transactions on the blockchain means the

data across the network cannot be manipulated without the

knowledge of associated stakeholders thus enforcing the idea

of a single source of truth. Public-key encryption can keep

transactions secure and its decentralized nature means there

can be no single point of failure. Blockchain technology is

expected to be a key technology to facilitate data trust and

can be integrated with KBE systems to maintain data integrity

and traceability issue in distributed and collaborative model

environments.

Recent advances in communication technology strengthens

the case for cloud infrastructures as well. Essentially, cloud

refers to the availability of data storage, computation power

and / or analytics on-demand [33]. Digital thread data, needless

to say, builds very quickly and cloud infrastructures can be one

way to go as it is built to scale. This removes the burden of

digital thread data management away from manufacturers and

outsource it to those adept at the task. This can help realize

business models such as Infrastructure, platform, software

and function-as-a-service models for the digital thread [34].

However, opponents of cloud technologies cite data security

and privacy issues when integrating cloud-based architectures

that need to be heavily researched on before opting for the

same.

The Industrial Internet of things primarily helps extend the

digital thread during the operational phases of the lifecycle

giving insights into the as-used data. The internet of things

as a technology in the digital thread context plays the role

of ‘transport’ by getting the information from location A to

location B (from sensors to a middleware, for example).

Examples of theses technologies employed in literature

include the work of Li et.al [11] that provides a framework

architecture based on a dynamic hybrid peer-to-peer network

and a private/public blockchain data model that leverages

internet of things to enable real-time visibility of the supply

chain in the distribution phase. It is is based on a hybrid peer-

to-peer network and a combination of private and semi-public

blockchain ledgers. The hybrid P2P network consists of a

central index server that indexes information regarding active

peers while the blockchain ledgers record significant events

that take place and serve for timely delivery of ground truth

information to associated stakeholders. Adhikari proposes a

solution for capturing and storing factory floor data based

on blockchain and cloud technologies [35]. Hedberg et. al.

use blockchain registered transactions for promoting data

ownership [36].

C. Semantic Web Standards

The semantic web (SW) came into being with a vision of

incorporating “more machine oriented semantic information,

allowing sophisticated processing” [37] to the World Wide

Web to transform it from a document-based Web focussed

on people to a Web of structured data with formal semantics

enabling computers as well to understand to work in cooper-

ation with people. The first versions of resource description

framework were published circa 2000s. Twenty years later a

lot of progress has been seen with the semantic web and that

has allowed it to find applications in many areas within the

manufacturing context such as education [38] and resource

descriptions [39].

The semantic web suite of tools, languages and standards

has potential to be an important enabler of the digital thread

vision. The semantic web provides a means for knowledge

representation and reasoning. While knowledge representation

formalisms include knowledge graphs using RDF/RDFS [40],

OWL [41], reasoning mechanisms allow to derive implicit

knowledge constructs from represented knowledge using rules

by rule languages such as Semantic Web Rule Language

(SWRL) [42]. Further, consistency of represented knowledge

to check if they conform to expected schemas may be done by

SHACL [43] and SPIN [44] standards. The semantic web also

provides query languages for knowledge retrieval. SPARQL

is a query language that can be used to retrieve information

from RDF (or OWL) graphs and is a W3C recommendation.

SQWRL [45] is another query language based on semantic

foundation of SWRL that is purposed for querying OWL

graphs where SPARQL [46] may fall short.

While semantic web languages can be used to represent

knowledge and reason with it it can also be used to form shared

conceptualizations of domain knowledge known as ontologies;

which is essentially a formal description of knowledge and

relationships of terms, concepts, resources within a domain.

Such ontologies have the potential to form the cornerstone

of semantic mediation and integration for the digital thread.

Further, ontology matching and aligning techniques is an

active research area can aid in forming an authoritative digital

thread representation. From the digital thread standpoint, such

ontologies can bootstrap the processes of knowledge discovery

and integration. R2RML [47], a W3C recommendation is

another language to help define mappings from relational

databases to RDF which could be used across the digital thread

to integrate legacy systems.

There has been an enormous amount of research involved

over the last two decades and while a few languages and

tools have been mentioned here, we have only discussed the
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Fig. 3. Architecture of case study

proverbial tip of the iceberg. While some have reached to

a W3C recommendation status, others remain as proposals

and research topics but however may be used in implemen-

tations that advocates its use. Nevertheless, these standards

are resourceful when it comes to enabling knowledge man-

agement and representation functionalities of KBE systems

discussed in the previous section. Examples from literature

include the Interoperability and Integration Framework (IoIF)

framework [48] that aggregates data from Systems Modelling

Language (SysML) models and transforms them to Web

Ontology Language (OWL) format for checking consistency

and completeness by aligning the ontology with a decision

ontology. Shani et. al. [49] develop a semantic mediation

container that mediates between OWL ontology models of

model-based systems engineering tools.

D. Visualization

A digital thread application realized via a KBE system

could integrate product design information with external visu-

alization techniques that emphasizes the semantics or context

specific data adapted to tailored use-cases. Since data could

be presented to both an expert audience (typically domain-

specific) and the layman, it could allow for a more granular

view of data that facilitates data-driven exploration and discov-

ery. The challenge here is to present the context of an entity

based on domain-specific roles. A wide variety of visualization

techniques exist today that KBEs can programatically exploit

that can be either web-based (using JavaScript libraries directly

such as d3.js [50]) or tool based such as orange [51]. Some

suite of tools work both as applications and the web, PowerBI

[52] or Tableau [53] for example.

Example works in literature include that of Crowell et.

al. [54] that builds a suite of tools using Jupyter notebooks

to aid parsing, visualizing and analyzing build time sensor

data. Pre-scripted Tableau visualizations are used to view the

effect of changes in the IoIF framework [48]. Kallou et.

al. [55] use web development technologies to aid decision

making by use of analysis tools and visualizations. In a web-

based open architecture lies the future of the digital thread

visualization and it has already been proposed for Computer-

aided technologies (CAx) [56]. Web apps work seamlessly

cross-platform when designed responsive. Further, an open

architecture allows the possibility to integrate with other tools

needed to realize the vision of the digital thread. For example,

the KBE system could exploit myriad file formats developed

for the web that have not achieved mainstream adoption today.

The system could achieve the model-based enterprise vision

exploiting JavaScript libraries for 3D models on the web

such as WebGL [57] or frameworks built on it. Support for

immersive technologies on the Web by means of Javascript

libraries such as WebXR [58] introduce augmented and virtual

reality solutions to the enterprise as well.

V. CASE STUDY

This section presents a case study wherein a KBE system

is used to realize a digital thread to make a robot aware of the

product in a manufacturing process. The specific process is

a manufacturing assembly process of an engine and the robot
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Fig. 4. OAM Ontology as viewed from Protégé GUI

exists in a virtual environment (Visual Components). However,

the case study can be realized on a real robot as well. Fig. 3

depicts the overall architecture. The KBE system is Siemens

NX and exposes the product assembly via a WebServer that

wraps the JAVA stub of an NXSession Object exported via

JAVA RMI. The robot communicates with the KBE system

via a REST interface of web server.

The KBE system enriches the product CAD Model using

semantic descriptions. Specifically we use a subset of the Open

Assembly Model (OAM) developed at NIST [59] to automati-

cally populate the sub-assembly parts using Siemens NXOpen

API. The Robot that shares the OAM as part of its beliefs

of the product uses Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)

for validating its beliefs against a pre-defined constraint that

allows it to start with the manufacturing assembly process only

if all the sub-assembly parts are present.

Fig. 4 shows the classes of the subset of the NIST Ontology

re-used in the Class Hierarchy Window in the Protégé ontol-

ogy editor GUI1. The Robot requests this semantic assembly

model from the KBE system which updates the ontology with

individuals of the Part class based on the product design

model and sends it to the robot. The individuals are shown in

the Part Class Direct Instances Window. As can be seen, the

1Note that the Protege GUI represents the ontology axioms at the end of all
the above mentioned communication. At no point is it needed to use protege
during run-time and is only used here as a familiar way to visualize the
ontology. All interactions above are accomplished dynamically at run-time
with Apache Jena [27].

names match with the individual components in the Assembly

Navigator Window of the NX software shown in Fig. 3.

The robots perception capabilities allow it to identify the

parts that are available to it on top of the table. While for

the purposes of the case study this is done programatically

via an API in the virtual environment, in a real-world sce-

nario this would be by recognizing a visual marker (e.g.

barcode) or through matching point cloud data with a suitable

sensor. The robot then updates its beliefs about what all it

sees. This is done here by setting the OWL Data Property

nx:hasKnownPhysicalExistence to True. This is

shown as a data property assertion in the Property assertions
Window in Fig. 4.

The robot validates its beliefs based on its understanding of

the world. This is accomplished by SHACL graphs. The shapes

graph associated with the validation in this study is shown

in Fig. 5. The target for the node shape nx:PartShape is

the set of all SHACL instances of the class nx:Part which

is specified using the property sh:targetClass. During

validation, these (Part) instances become focus nodes for

the shape and are validated against the constraints set by the

blank node property shape (in square paranthesis []) declared

by sh:property.

The property shape defines a constraint on the prop-

erty nx:hasKnownPhysicalExistence (indicated with

sh:Path). Two constraints are specifically imposed by this

propery shape. First, the value is of type xsd:boolean (indi-

cated by sh:datatype predicate) and that the value is true
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Fig. 5. SHACL Node Shape defining Property Constraints

Fig. 6. A negative validation Result after the Robot validates its beliefs with
the shapes graph

(indicated by sh:hasValue predicate). In other words, if

the robot does not acknowledge the physical existence of the

any of the parts in its beliefs constructs, a violation is raised

along with the message specified by sh:message. If all

parts are present, the beliefs conforms to the shapes graph.

The validation report serialized in turtle showing these cases

is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

This simple case study demonstrates how knowledge re-

siding in a product design model can be exploited by real-

world agents by a manufacturing digital thread realized by the

flexibility offered by modern KBE softwares. Programmatic

access to CAD is powerful as seen, can be coupled with many

3rd party libraries to streamline manufacturing processes. For

example, the case study uses Apache Jena library [27] with

for semantic annotation of the product model. Specifically,

the KBE system traverses the assembly tree and populates

the OWL ontology automatically which is recognized by

the robot. The case study is oversimplified to demonstrate

mechanisms of knowledge capture and representation while in

real-word scenarios, a lot of other factors would also have to be

accounted for. For example, it might be okay for the robot not

to take physical cognizance of certain sub-assembly parts that

it does not interact with during the assembly or some part may

become available only at the time it is required. Nevertheless,

it demonstrates how information residing in product design

models can be exposed to enable intelligent manufacturing

by using knowledge representation and validation mechanisms

provided by state of the art KBE tools.

Fig. 7. A positive validation Result after the Robot validates its beliefs with
the shapes graph

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While the goal of KBE systems is to support, automate

and optimize design activities, this paper builds on an initial

abductive reasoning that their programmatic flexibility that

allows them to do so could also make them a lucrative

prospect as an integral point for multi-disciplinary product life-

cycle knowledge for realizing manufacturing digital threads.

To support this, four directions are proposed as to how this

may be realized and the study identifies important supportive

enabling technologies. These technologies act as useful tools

in deploying KBE systems in a model-based enterprise to

integrate lifecycle information realizing digital threads. The

case study builds further to demonstrate the use of one

such technology, i.e. semantic web technology, with a design

model of a product in a KBE system at the design stage

integrated with the processes in its subsequent life cycle stage,

i.e. manufacturing. What would otherwise be a CAD model

residing in a closed product data management system (PDM),

the digital thread realized by the KBE system makes the robot

product-aware and intelligent, and help with its decisions in

a manufacturing assembly process use-case. Although, case

studies involving all technologies discussed are not presented,

the conclusion we arrive to from the initial retroduction is

that KBE systems can indeed be useful for realizing digital

threads in manufacturing. The study is precursor to research

that employs a KBE system as an integral part of a digital

thread framework in a collaborative assembly environment

between a human and robot which remains as future work.
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